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Abstract: Extant literature concerns about industrial upgrading in developing countries, and stresses the importance of joining global production networks (GPN). Taking the perspective of the updating approach of GPN theory, this paper selects the case of China to combine local industrial upgrading with financial activities, and explores how going public triggers industrial upgrading in developing countries. In 2015, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 36 listed firms and their related partners in Jinjiang, a county-level city in China. The findings indicate that local lead firms in developing countries have been increasingly involved in the global financial market by going public, which in turn provides these countries with opportunities of industrial upgrading. However, it does not necessarily guarantee industrial upgrading. Whether or not going public can bring about industrial upgrading depends mainly on intrafirm coordination, reconfiguration of interfirm relationships, and extrafirm bargaining with local governments. This case study suggests that finance be integrated into GPN theory as some scholars suggest, and the impacts of local lead firms in developing countries on the dynamics or reconfiguration of GPN be taken consideration, especially in some specific sectors.
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1. Introduction

Since its reform and opening-up in the late 1970s, China has made a great expansion in manufacturing sectors, and has created the miracle of “made in China”. China exceeded the United States in the output value of its manufacturing for the first time in 2010, and the country has maintained its position as the world’s leading manufacturing country since then [1]. However, many manufacturing firms in China have integrated into global production networks (GPN) through original equipment manufacturers (OEM) with a low level of profit, and only a few can realize an upgrading towards being original design manufacturers (ODM) or original brand manufacturers (OBM). Actually, China has encountered the serious challenge of two-way extrusion: the manufacturing reflux and re-industrialization in developed countries since the 2008 subprime crisis, and increasing competition for low-end manufacturing in developing countries. It is thus urgent to consider how to succeed in achieving industrial upgrading and avoiding industrial “hollowing-out”.

Industrial upgrading in developing countries attracts a great deal of academic attention [2,3]. The extant literature is concerned with upgrading at the national level, mainly about the enhancement of industrial competitiveness in the world [4]. Other studies focus on the firm level, and discuss how lead firms in developing countries can turn to be a global leader [5]. Researchers rarely
focus on industrial upgrading in a specific region within a developing countries with integration into GPN. Therefore, this article explores industrial upgrading under the context of local clusters. Moreover, the extant literature stresses the importance of joining GPN in the process of industrial upgrading, mainly through technological accumulation and innovation and knowledge learning [6–8], but takes little consideration about the effects of financial activities on industrial upgrading. Actually, financial activities can provide firms with external capital support for reorganizing production, and enhancing competitiveness and innovation [9–12]. As the global financialization increases, the process of production and financialization gradually become interrelated [13]. More and more local firms in developing countries tend to make connection with external capital markets [14]. As a way to link with global capital networks, going public can provide firms with a financial advantage to make up for a lack of bank credit and financing capacity [12], to gain access to global capital and knowledge, and to promote the development of industrial clusters [11,15].

However, the research about financial activities provides little discussion of its connection to industrial upgrading. Industrial upgrading research and GPN theory neglects that finance has a significant impact on regional industrial development [14,16]. Yeung and Coe suggest that a complete GPN theory should take into account the causal role of finance in disciplining the organization of capitalist production. Financial discipline has become important in the environmental and competitive dynamics that shape a firm’s strategies, and in (re)configuring to GPN, which can be used to explain industrial upgrading [17]. Therefore, this article provides a case in China, combines industrial upgrading of local clusters with financial activities, and aims to explore whether going public of local firms can trigger the industrial upgrading of clusters in developing countries.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. The second section makes literature review on the relationships of GPN, financial activities, and industrial upgrading, and establishes the analytical framework of this article. The third section introduces the research area and methodology, and the fourth part makes an exploration to the case of Jinjiang, a county-level city in the coastal area of Southeastern China. The fifth part draws conclusions and discussion for further research.

2. Literature Review and Analytical Framework

2.1. GPN and Financial Activities

The concept of GPN was first proposed by Ernst [18], and Henderson, Dicken, Hess, et al. [19]. A GPN is an organizational structure that combines the value chain across the boundaries of the firm and national borders with network participants through a parallel process of integrating hierarchical layers [6]. The existing GPN theory (‘GPN1.0’ in Yeung and Coe’s words) emphasizes its governance typologies (e.g., modular, relational, and captive modes in GPN theory) or analytical categories (e.g., power and embeddedness in GPN) [20,21], in addition to the integration with global networks and the role of global lead transnational companies (TNCs) [22].

However, GPN 1.0 theory overlooks the fact that a GPN evolves dynamically with time and changing environments. Therefore, Yeung and Coe put forward the GPN 2.0 theory, which went beyond the narrow focus on interfirm governance structures in the GPN, proposing an actor-centered conceptualization [17]. They conceptualize competitive dynamics, including optimizing cost-capability ratios, sustaining market development, and working with financial discipline within the broader risk environments, to reshape firm strategies (intrafirm coordination, interfirm relationships, and extrafirm bargaining). These dynamics and strategies collectively co-constitute the causal mechanisms of a GPN, which can explain some empirical economic developmental outcomes, such as firm growth, technological innovation, industrial upgrading and sectoral transformation, and local and regional development.

Since the 1970s, as more and more savings and credit have been inserted into financial markets, firms do not need to rely solely on banks to subsidize their funding gaps. Turning to capital markets can be an alternative and complementary way for firms to meet their investment needs, which they
need to fulfill their investors’ financial goals, since they are interested in higher short-term stock prices [17]. Under the context of global financialization, finance has become an increasingly important driver of GPN structures and strategies.

However, the current research underestimates the role of financial capital and the financial sector in shaping global production systems and it requires a deeper understanding of “the impacts of financialization at the sectoral and corporate level on GPN structures and dynamics” [23]. Coe et al. put forward the concept of Global Financial Networks (GFN) and intend to examine how finance shapes the entire operation of the global production of manufactured products [24]. They believe that finance mainly affects the GPN in three areas. First, it is implicit that funds are transferred from buyers to suppliers through a network of relationships in the GPN. Second, great changes have taken place in the external funding environment, which will reshape the activities of firms in GPN to maximize their benefits. As lead firms in GPN increasingly operate within a global financial environment, there is an impact on the firms themselves and on how they seek to construct and configure the GPN. Third, financial actors play a central role in the construction of GPN structures. Firms in a variety of other advanced business services are heavily involved when a focal firm seeks to establish its business in a host economy. As Yeung and Coe noted, a complete GPN theory should take into account the causal role of finance in disciplining the production organization in the global economy [17]. In addition, financialization addresses the ways in which multi-national enterprises and wider GPN are increasingly controlled, monitored, and disciplined by financial markets, via such notions as shareholder value, calculation of risk, and market perception of mergers and acquisitions (M & A) [25]. In order to maintain profits and provide value for shareholders, companies may change the direction of their development and their strategies to maximize the interests of their investors [14], and to disintegrate their production vertically and internationally [26]. However, the analytical framework of the GPN 2.0 theory still pays attention to global leaders rather than local lead firms in industrial clusters of developing countries, not to mention the effects of their financial activities on the industrial upgrading of local clusters in those countries.

2.2. Financial Activities and Industrial Upgrading of Local Clusters in the Context of GPN

The concept of industrial upgrading has been studies at enterprise and sectoral scale. Enterprise upgrading is the micro base of industrial upgrading. According to Humphrey and Smith [27], Gerrifi [2], and Kaplinsky and Morris [28], for a single firm, upgrading is essentially a process of continuous improvement of the skill content of their activities and/or moving into market niches that have entry barriers. As a result, it improves the competitiveness and realize the ascending process from low value added links of value chain to high value added links in GPN. There are usually four types, namely, process upgrading, production upgrading, functional upgrading, and chain upgrading. Industrial upgrading is the process of improvement of the ability and autonomy of the overall industry [2]. As far as a region, industrial upgrading means dominant industries increasingly depend on advanced factors, such as financial and human capital, technology, rather than labor, and natural resources [29]. Inside the manufacturing industry, upgrading also means the transformation from labor-intensive sectors to capital-, technology-, or knowledge-intensive sectors [3].

As mentioned above, the extant research calls for the combination of finance and GPN. However, finance has a broad content, covering financial actors, markets, and practices [24]. It is feasible to focus on a couple of financial activities, such as going public, at the beginning.

(1) Going public, intrafirm coordination, and upgrading of local firms

Under an open economy and globalization, it is believed that industrial upgrading has a connection with GPN. As suggested by Ernst and Kim, GPN offer opportunities for suppliers in developing countries to make use of international knowledge transfer to expand the scope of their industrial upgrading [6]. Moreover, the high-level quality requirements of global lead firms have driven local suppliers to upgrade production technology and improve management capability. Additionally,
GPN 2.0 theory concerns about the role of intrafirm coordination strategies in the dynamics of GPN [17]. Intrafirm coordination refers to the internalization and consolidation of value activity, including outsourcing production, management optimization, product innovation, and technological upgrading, in order to achieve greater firm-specific efficiencies, such as lower inventories and cost control, greater market responsiveness, and higher-quality products or services [17]. This process is really related to industrial upgrading, and it would enhance the status of firms in the GPN.

Going public sets up a link of a firm with a global financial network. It makes a firm exposed to and respond quickly to the changing circumstances of the global market. The intrafirm coordination of listed firms is guided and controlled through the stock price by investors and shareholders in the capital market. First of all, in order to be listed successfully on a specific stock exchange at a specific destination, local firms have to make adjustments to meet the requirements, such as financial standards and regulatory systems [10]. That would be a way to improve internal management efficiency and capability for a firm, which need further considerations. Secondly, listed firms have to contrive to perform well in terms of their stock prices and executive rewards, because shareholders and investors pay attention to greater profits from a firm’s strategies. That prompts listed firms to shift their strategies towards a finance-driven approach [30,31]. As a result, these firms tend to make adjustment in organizational structure and corporate strategy, in order to satisfy consumers in the market and professional fund managers [23]. Furthermore, relevant research shows that stock price fluctuation is closely linked with technological innovation, and the stock market has an incentive to innovative activities [32,33]. It proves that listed firms focusing on technological innovation can get a better performance, because there is information feedback on technological innovation in capital market [34], and information of technological innovation gives investors an important reference, which will eventually affect the stock price.

Going public provides a firm with financial resources for intrafirm coordination. Taking going public as a response to the changing circumstance for long-term development, these firms tend to use the funds for the improvement of technical capacity [35,36], which is thought as a prerequisite of firm upgrading. In terms of Resource-Based View, the acquisition of crucial resources and competencies lay the foundation for firm upgrading [37], because firms can gain a competitive advantage by configuring valuable, scarce, and inimitable resources [38]. As an extension of Resource-Based View, the theory of Dynamic Capability emphasizes the role of dynamic capacities, namely, firms’ abilities to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences, in the adaptation to technological and market changes, and thus strengthening their competitive advantage [39]. Such capacities are also based on the internal resources (such as skills, knowledge, and know-how) of firms, and their increase is time-consuming and expensive. From this perspective, increasing demand for crucial resources drives firms to establish external networks [40]. Going public could be a way to enter the global market and set up external networks.

In general, firms would choose some specific places for being listed where investors are familiar with and tend to invest in related businesses [41]. Industrial similarity to the listing destination facilitates listed firms to get funds and sets up a pipeline for them to obtain knowledge from these places [42]. Firms in developing economies have relied largely on local and regional bank loans or other informal financial networks as their major means of financing [43,44]. In particular, in China, state-owned financial institutions are particularly cautious about loans for private firms, and so these firms encounter difficulties in getting funds, and some have to fall back to global capital market through going public to get access to funds with a relatively low transaction cost. Interestingly, it becomes easy to get loans from domestic banks for private firms after being successfully listed abroad.

Going public can improve a firm’s reputation and facilitate it to attract and retain talents [45]. Stokman et al. (1990) show that newly appointed directors often have high levels of professional knowledge and a wealth of practical experience [46]. It was also found that strategic investors and shareholders can link invested firms with other organizations, including universities and other large companies, and entrepreneurs [47], bringing more opportunities for knowledge acquisition and
innovation for these firms. Moreover, private firms can quickly obtain some scarce resources that are monopolized by state-owned enterprises in developing countries at a lower cost through backdoor listing (mergers and acquisitions) [48], which can be taken as a practical way to enter a new industry and realize the chain upgrading.

(2) Going public, interfirm relationship and extrafirm bargaining, and industrial upgrading

Interfirm relationship contains interfirm control and partnership. According to the GPN 2.0 approach, financial disciplines, together with cost-capability based market competition and risk management, impose lead firms to control their suppliers and contractors, and to develop supplier capabilities for improving collective efficiency. Meanwhile, lead firms pay more attention to the cooperative relationships with their strategic suppliers, and producer services firms, in order to gain and strengthen their competitiveness in their GPN [17].

However, it does not mean that interfirm relationships within GPN necessarily give opportunity of upgrading to suppliers and contractors. It may vary substantially in relation to firm-specific and country-of-origin attributes. Some evidence shows that because of being tightly controlled by global lead firms, the integration of local firms into the GPN cannot automatically bring about industrial upgrading in developing countries [6]. It is believed that industrial upgrading in developing countries can be motivated by the construction and reconfiguration of local production networks rather than GPN, and it depends on initiative strategies of the local lead firms in those countries [49,50]. As far as local networks, interfirm relationship is interpreted as an important channel for local firms to knowledge sharing and creation, which is related to the industrial upgrading of local clusters.

According to industrial cluster research, geographical and relational proximity contributes to formal and informal relationships and interactions between local firms [51], which bring about knowledge exchange and knowledge creation [52]. Listed firms in the cluster sets up a role model and their success in stock exchanges and business growth will subsequently drive other firms in the cluster to take the strategy of going public [42]. Furthermore, once listed firms make upgrading, their knowledge and information would be transferred to other firms in the cluster through formal or informal networks. In addition, firms, especially the lead firms in clusters, also often learn from external and even international strategic partners. They act as gatekeepers or knowledge brokers [53] for local clusters to link with external even global knowledge sources and get access to heterogeneous knowledge, which drives the growth and innovation of other firms inside the clusters through local buzz. Evidence shows that once one firm has successfully implemented a listing plan, information of capital markets and knowledge of how to access to external capital spreads quickly [54]. Firms tend to extend their relationships with other firms (in other sectors) in the local and beyond the cluster after going public. However, there is little attention to the effects of these intensified relationships on the upgrading of these firms and the local industry in the extant research and this issue deserves discussion.

GPN 2.0 approach points out the significant influence of nonfirm actors, such as the state, international organizations, labor groups, consumers, and civil society organizations, on shaping interfirm governance and the reconfiguration of GPN [17]. However, whether or how nonfarm actors promote industrial upgrading through financial activities has not yet been studied in detail. As far as developing countries, local governments are an important nonfirm actor, because it is an administrative institution to deal with market immaturity and failure and a public utilities and services provider in local production networks. One of the benefits for firms from going public is obtaining more bargaining power with and more supports from local governments [55], and then they can make market expansion and promote innovation. These behaviours would improve bargaining power with global lead firms to move up towards the knowledge-intensive links along the value chain and get more profits, which triggers their upgrading. It proves that cooperation among local governments, industrial associations, and firms promotes the optimization of local industrial environment, and guides firms to achieve innovation and functional upgrades [56]. In China, it is common for local governments to implement encouragement policies for local firms to be listed. This is partly because the number of listed firms is an indicator of local development [57].
Another reason why local governments are keen to encourage local firms to be listed is to obtain more stock allotment in the future [55]. The special fiscal decentralization system and political promotion tournament in China drive local officials to allocate scarce resources in favor of their administration performance. As Piotroski and Zhang (2014) pointed out, provincial governors would accelerate the process of going public before their promotion, and increase their political capital by raising the development of capital markets [58]. As a result, local governments provide support for (potential) listed firms through resource allocation, and they become interdependent.

To sum up, extant literature takes the perspective of GPN to explore industrial upgrading of developing countries. GPN theory pays attention to the global lead firms in developed countries, but neglects the role of finance and lead firms in developing countries in reconfiguration and dynamics of GPN and their role in industrial upgrading of developing countries. However, GPN 2.0 suggests taking consideration of finance, and provides an actor-center approach. Consequently, in the case study of Jinjiang, the authors draw upon the framework of GPN 2.0, in considering the impacts of going public of local firms on industrial upgrading from three aspects, namely, intrafirm coordination, interfirm relationships, and extrafirm bargaining.

3. Research Area and Method

3.1. Research Area

This paper uses empirical evidence from clusters in Jinjiang City, to test how going public affects the upgrading of individual firms and the overall clusters. We use Jinjiang as a typical case because it is famous for its listed companies, which became the highest number of all the counties in China, and represents an upgrading process from made to innovation. Jinjiang is a prefecture-level city in Fujian Province, and it is located in the coastal area of Southeast China (Figure 1). The city is a famous source of Chinese who have moved overseas, and its people began emigrating as far back as the Song and Yuan dynasties in China’s history (960–1378 AD). At present, there are more than 200 million overseas Chinese from Jinjiang, with a relatively high concentration in Southeast Asian countries. Those kinship-based networks facilitate local residents’ access to scarce resources, such as financial capital and the establishment of cooperative business relations with foreign countries. A large number of family-owned firms have been set up since China reformed and opened up in the late 1970s, bringing about the prosperity of traditional industrial clusters (the manufacturing cluster, in particular), with a typical feature of geographical distribution, namely, one town making one or two kinds of a specific product, such as clothing, umbrellas, and zippers. Jinjiang has transformed from an agricultural county into a manufacturing city, and an important off-shoring manufacturing destination in China, and thereby earning its designation as the “Jinjiang Model”.

Jinjiang has retained a high-rate of economic growth, and the city has become the fifth in the top 100 counties in China since 2012. The manufacturing sectors in Jinjiang are traditionally mainly labor-intensive, and these sectors have been facing fierce competition from domestic and overseas markets. Recently, local government and firms have jointly tried to turn “Jinjiang manufacturing” into “Jinjiang Wisdom Manufacturing”, through brand establishment, technological and institutional innovation, and plans for going public. Local industrial clusters, especially the shoes and apparel (S & A) industry, achieved a significant industrial upgrading. Since 1995, 80% of enterprises were OEM at the beginning, but in 2016, there are 137 national brands (42 was identified as Chinese well-known trademarks), ranking first in the county-level cities. Jinjiang won 14 national regional brands, such as “city of Jacket of the world”, “National Sports Industry Base”, and “Chinese shoes”. The total market share of the S & A industry accounted for more than 60% of China. Among them, sports and travel shoes accounted for 40% of China, and 20% of the whole world, and their products have been exported to 163 countries and regions. When compared to that in 2009, the production efficiency in the textile and garment industry increased by about 30% in 2013. Local S & A manufacturing has extended to the link with high added value, such as research and development, fashion design,
and brand marketing. Nowadays, there are more than 50 enterprise technology centers in Jinjiang. In 2016, Jinjiang shoe-making enterprises developed more than 3200 new products in total.

Since the late 1980s, local firms began to go public, and the wave of being listed reached the peak in the late 2000s. At the end of 2016, there were 49 listed firms and 32 potentially listed firms in Jinjiang, this number ranking the top one among all of the counties in China. Listed firms are mainly concentrated in the traditional manufacturing industry. S & A industry accounted for the highest proportion (74%), followed by the food and beverage industry (6%). 88% of firms are mainly listed abroad. Hong Kong is the top destination for going public, accounting for 33% of the listed firms, followed by Singapore (13%), Malaysia (10%), and the United States (US) (8%). Consequently, the authors selected the city as a case to discuss whether or not going public can promote industrial upgrading.

3.2. Research Methods

This study selects the case of the S & A industrial clusters in Jinjiang. The S & A industry is a leading sector in the manufacturing of Jinjiang, with an output value exceeding 50 billion yuan, accounting for 50% of the total industrial output value. As mentioned above, nearly 74% of the listed firms in Jinjiang belong to this sector.

The case study adopted field interview for data collection. It included two rounds in total. The authors conducted an exploratory interview at the beginning, and derived this paper’s focus from the responses of these initial interviewees. Once a clear research direction was identified, we conducted another round of follow up interviews to identify the different motives of going public and the firm strategies affected by going public.
The first round of investigation was initiated in April 2015. During two weeks of extensive fieldwork, the S & A industry was selected as the target sectors. Four S & A firm owners, and five local government officials were interviewed to collect information about the history and status of the local S & A industry, listing process, and the development of listed firms of this cluster. The interviewees were identified by personal recommendation, and they were highly respected in local professional fields. Each interview lasted a minimum of 45 min.

The second round of survey was conducted in July 2015, and 50 firms were visited in total. This round of survey mainly aims to collect detailed information from local firms on the motivation of going public, constraints from going public, and the effects of going public on upgrading. In combination with Gereffi’s definition of upgrading [28,59] and Tokatli’s complementary viewpoint [60], five aspects are used to describe industrial upgrading, namely, profit rate, productivity, technological innovation, market share of products with own brands, and extension to links with a high level of added value in the value chain can be used. Before investigation in this stage, the basic information of all the 36 listed firms in Jinjiang S & A industry has been gathered from government website. With the help of government officials, the authors completed the face-to-face interview of 30 listed firms. Based on the recommendations of these listed firms, the authors got a list of 35 related firms as their partners or competitors, and eventually eight of them firms accepted the invitation for an interview. Another six listed firms were investigated through online interview. Besides, through random visits on the main streets, the authors got the permission of six firms to participate in a semi-structured interview. Each interview lasted one hour or so, and all of the interviewees are corporate executives, who are familiar with the history and state of their firms. The main survey questions are shown in Table 1, and the basic information of these 50 interviewed firms is listed in Table 2. The authors use A1-36 to represent these interviewed firms and A37-50 to represent related firms. Key points from all of the interviews were recorded for repeated analysis. Other sources of data were collected including annual report of listed firms, working reports of local government, local newspapers, and television interview programs.

Table 1. Framework of the semi-structured interview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Main Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Government</td>
<td>(1) policies that the government uses to support going public and the industrial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upgrading of firms; (2) reasons why the government chose to build the “Jinjiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board”; (3) impact of listed firms on local development and industrial upgrading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local industrial associations</td>
<td>(1) measures that industrial associations take for going public, and the upgrading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of firms in the industry; (2) impact of listed firms on local development and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial upgrading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listed firms</td>
<td>(1) reasons for firms to be listed; (2) environment and strategies changed by going</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>public and their effects; (3) impacts of being listed on the upgrading of firms;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4) new requirements for other supporting firms after being listed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related firms</td>
<td>Effects of going public of lead firms on your firm’s upgrading and on the local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Basic information of the listed firms interviewed in Jinjiang.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Establishment</th>
<th>Number of Firms</th>
<th>Year of Going Public</th>
<th>Number of Firms</th>
<th>Locations of Going Public</th>
<th>Number of Firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before 1990</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Before 1990</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Hongkong</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 2010</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>After 2010</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of employees at the firm</td>
<td>Number of firms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤1000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mainland of China</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001–5000</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Europe &amp; America</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other countries</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Going Public and Upgrading of S & A Industrial Clusters in Jinjiang

The interview shows that 83% of S & A firms went public for the capital resource, 77% for expansion of products with their own brands in the global market, and only four firms went public because of following lead firms in Jinjiang. Their motivations are linked to their intrafirm coordination and inter-organizational relationships, which then affects upgrading of firms themselves and the whole clusters.

Among the 36 listed firms, 27 firms think that going public plays an important role in the firm upgrading. The performance of upgrading is mainly about product upgrading, process upgrading, and chain upgrading, which is mainly manifested in the improvement of production efficiency and technological innovation, the increase of market share, as well as the extension of the value chain.

4.1. Going Public, Intrafirm Coordination, and the Upgrading of Local Firms

More than 90% of local firms in Jinjiang are family-owned businesses, and their primitive capital mainly depends on remittances from overseas relatives. In the early start-up period, these family-owned firms had advantages in their small size, production flexibility, and fast response to the lower-level-quality demand. However, once the proportion of family members in the firms becomes overly large, investment in innovation is hindered for the sake of realistic family interests [61]. Many large family-owned firms in Jinjiang considered going public as an important strategy for sustainable growth and a necessary response to increasing competition on traditional product markets. They would make adjustment in corporate governance to satisfy the criteria in specific stock exchanges, such as transformation of corporate system, introduction of new independent directors, removal of some family members without actual benefits, disclosure of financial information, and even environmental requirements. During the interview, 11 firms mentioned that they actively improved the production process during the adjustment of firm organization and system, which promotes the process and product upgrading.

Going public facilitates firm access to advanced factors, including financial resources and professional talents, to expand production scale, and exercise management and technological innovation, with lower costs and higher efficiency. Due to comparatively abundant financial capital, some firms turn to new sectors and realize chain upgrading (for example, A8 entered the video game industry after being listed). When compared with access to financial resources, local firms used to face more difficulties to attract advanced talents, for such talents would not like to work in traditional manufacturers and in such a small city. However, most interviewees agreed that this situation has changed as listed firms emerged. Furthermore, in order to satisfy the requirements from stock exchange markets and to cope with more complex business circumstances, local firms had to invest a lot in a series of internal innovation, such as equipment renewal, business process reengineering, and quality management innovation. Taking A29 as an example. The firm was originally a family-owned firm in textile sector, and introduced advanced management system, Enterprise Resource Planning, to meet the requirement on establishment of transparent and intuitive information mechanism of financial management for going public. As a result, the production process has been simplified and the production efficiency has been enhanced. Its delivery period has been shortened by 20%, and the product cost decreased greatly.

In addition to some requirements on internal management and financial conditions, China’s capital market issued regulations of environmental verification for listed firms as early as 2003. Therefore, the firms, especially in the leather industry, are required to make technological innovation to meet these standards in the process of going public. As the lead leather manufacturer in Jinjiang, A35 invested a lot in minimizing its pollution emissions before going public, and eventually developed a new clean production technology, filling gaps in the pollution control of the domestic leather industry. This can be also considered as a process upgrade. Rather than keeping its technology as a secret, A35 shared it with its local peers, and helped them to transform into clean production.
4.2. Going Public, Interfirm Relationships and the Upgrading of Local Related Firms

Going public brings about opportunities for local firms to cooperate with external firms as investors and shareholders; which exerts an effect on the upgrading of S & A industry. 58% of the enterprises in the interview clearly mentioned that they faced pressure from investors and shareholders, and those listed firms have to make adjustment in their strategies according to investors’ preferences. Investors in different regions may have different preferences, and bring about different effects on industrial upgrading. Six firms mentioned that as investors in the destination of going public have a preference for technological innovation, they were encouraged to speed up technological upgrading to get funds. Going public helps local firms to improve their reputation, which is more conducive to attract domestic and foreign investors. These investors establish a close relationship with firms through the financial channels, such as acquisition of shares of listed firms, and this relationship is an important pipeline for knowledge spread and learning. Tacit knowledge from new shareholders/investors spill over through this pipeline, and combine with original knowledge to be a new one. Firms can take this opportunity to carry out the development strategy to achieve firm upgrading: usually expressed as technology and product upgrading, or the extension of the value chain.

Going public means that firms become transparent in that much corporate information is exposed to the public, which can enhance the attention of global investors and improve the reputation of listed firms [62]. 23 listed firms in the interview mentioned that being a listed firm is a good reputation and made them trustworthy, thus a number of external shareholders and investors would like to visit the firms and then establish strategic cooperative relationship with them. That provides opportunities for listed firms to make upgrading. A31 is a typical example. Before going public, the firm was a manufacturer of traditional textile materials. In 2010, it successfully went public in Hong Kong and achieved good performance, and gained favor of the only energy-saving, state-owned company in China. The state-owned firm eventually acquired A31 in 2012, provided A31 with the necessary funds, as well as technical assistance, quality standards, and personnel training. A31 then turned to produce non-woven materials for environmental protection, and realize the product upgrading. Furthermore, as the partner of the state-owned firms, A31 can indirectly get resources concerning the people’s livelihood (such as energy, marine rare materials, etc.), which is difficult for private enterprise to obtain. Consequently, A31 successfully made the transformation from a textile manufacturer to a high-tech material manufacturer and realized chain upgrading. At present, these products not only occupy a large share in the domestic market, but have also been exported to Europe, the United States, Southeast Asia, and other regions, greatly enhancing the status of production networks.

The establishment of cooperative interfirm relations can help firms to achieve knowledge sharing [63], and form a learning pipeline. More than 90% of listed firms interviewed said that before going public it was difficult for them to obtain updating information and professional knowledge. This situation has been changed after going public. 13 firms claimed that they made an adjustment in corporate strategies based on learning pipelines, enhanced production efficiency and technical level, and achieved an extension of the value chain. Another example is A16. Before going public, it was an indoor sports apparel manufacturer. Similarly, it benefited from the increased reputation of becoming a listed firm. In order to further expand the scale and enter into new sectors, A16 used the identity of listed company to take the initiative to introduce strategic investors, who was familiar with the sports health and Internet application fields and its investment covers the entire health industry chain. Relying on medical and health knowledge and development experience provide by strategic investor and the financial capital acquired by going public, A16 actively absorbs and integrates new knowledge, and takes strategic transformation strategy of original industry to achieve the extension of the industrial value chain, finally completed the chain upgrading from traditional sports clothing manufacturing to health industry.

Jinjiang S & A firms establish a global channel to enter the international market through overseas listing. Financial standards and other requirements in Chinese capital markets are very stringent for
private enterprise and are more conducive to state-owned enterprises [55]. Many private Jinjiang enterprises turn to overseas capital markets. According to the interview, only six firms went public in the domestic market, and the rest mainly in Hongkong, Singapore, Malaysia. 24 listed firms mentioned that they got the attention of and established contact with foreign investors by overseas listing. With the help of overseas investors, listed firms can enter the markets with critical demand for high-quality products in developed economies, which were supposed to be very difficult to enter for them. For example, A1 has already had a good brand reputation and market share in China before going public, but has not yet made the expansion to overseas markets. Being listed in Hong Kong in 2007, it soon attracted the owner of the Rockets in the National Basketball Association of the US as its largest overseas shareholder. A18 and A8 have the similar experience of business expansion to advanced countries. Those firms took the chance of going public to make strategic coordination and got the opportunity to increase the market share of their products with their own brands in the domestic and global market, which is an important part of upgrading [64].

Like other traditional industrial clusters in China, S & A cluster in Jinjiang used to be largely based on kinship and intensive social relations between firms and other organizations [65]. 75% of listed firms in the interview were the lead firms of their local networks before going public. Their listing and upgrading behaviours have an important demonstration effect on other local firms. Especially, Firm A1 is the pioneer of going public in Jinjiang. It encouraged its peer firms, such as A15, A4, A14, and A22, to go public and recommended its financial council team to them. Other firms, such as A8, A12, did not directly get the help of A1, but A1’s success to be listed and rapid growth afterwards stimulated them to make listing plans.

The majority of the listed firms in the interview said that they re-screened local suppliers and contractors after going public for the guarantee of more production efficiency and high-level quality of products, which eventually led to the reconstruction of local production networks. Their increasingly strict requirements for products and services improve the innovation capability of their supplier firms, which consequently leads to the overall technological and industrial upgrading in local S & A manufacturing. Eight of 14 related firms in the interview mentioned that the technology upgrading and knowledge innovation of listed firms (especially final product suppliers) is an important reason to promote their upgrading. Moreover, the preferences of technology, knowledge, and upgrading from these listed firms also affect the upgrading of related firms. Once the listed firms adopt a new technology or standard, their suppliers and partners have to make change accordingly to maintain the cooperative relationship.

As mentioned before, going public brings about more opportunities for local lead firms to access to advanced factors, which makes these firms act as a technological ‘gate keeper’. They transfer new knowledge and technological innovation to other firms through their production networks and local buzz, and promote the upgrading of the S & A cluster. Listed firms impose pressure on their suppliers to make innovation, and give assistance to them to make intrafirm coordination. Therefore, it is possible for these suppliers to decrease the cost and the risk of technological innovation. A35, a leather manufacturer in S & A cluster, is a case in point. The firm has begun to implemented green production technology after going public; while its suppliers cannot afford the expense of green technology. A35 proposed the joint implementation of green, environmental transformation, and advised the whole industry in Jinjiang to share the costs of advanced equipment, technology, and raw materials. As a result, the price of the environmentally friendly materials decreased, and local leather firms made upgrading toward green production technology under the leadership of A35. In 2010, the funds that 77 leather firms in Jinjiang invested in pollution prevention and clean technology transformation reached 10 billion Yuan.

Cooperation between listed firms, especially those list firms with long-term strategic targets and the capability of prompt response to changing market circumstances, becomes frequent. Most interviewees put forward that cooperation with listed firms with innovative capabilities can be beneficial to enhance client firms’ and (potential) investors’ trust, and so as to increase the market
competitiveness. Figure 2 shows the dynamic relationships between listed firms and their related firms in the local S & A industry. A16, A19, and A27 were integrated into this network after their going public. A31 and A32 have maintained the partnership with their client firms within this cooperative network for a long time, and they also succeeded in going public.

Figure 2. Cooperative network of listed firms in the shoes and apparel (S & A) manufacturing cluster of Jinjiang.

4.3. Going Public, Extrafirm Bargaining, and Local Industrial Upgrading

4.3.1. Going Public as Local Development Strategy Jointly Initiated by Local Government and Firms

More than 80% firms in the interview affirmed the role of local government in the process of going public. The emerging Jinjiang Board in the domestic and foreign stock market is attributed to the strategic intents of local firms, and it is also the result of the guidance of the local government. Local government initiatively makes great contributions to the burgeoning of listed firms. The government has created a policy environment that encourages firms in going public, such as giving subsidies for firms. For example, the local government has set up a “specific fund for the development of listed firms” in 2007, and firms can get two to three million Yuan after going public, as to help solve the problem of capital deficiency. Local government also carries out targeted training programs in 2009, by the establishment of a professional service group with the assistance of 21 institutions, including eight securities firms, four accounting firms, five law firms, two asset evaluation firms, two investment institutions, and several international companies, such as Merrill Lynch, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, and KPMG, etc. In addition, the government also provides price competitiveness of infrastructure such as land, water, and electricity only for listed firms.

The motivations for local government to promote local firms to go public are multiple. Firstly, the number of listed firms is considered as an indicator of regional economic prosperity and a measurement of administrative performance for local governments, and it is often the key to career promotion for local officials. Secondly, the increasing number of potential listed firms would increase local fiscal revenue, which is also an important reason for the local government to encourage local firms to go public at home and abroad. Almost all of the interviewees respond that the largest
proportion of increased costs after going public is related to tax payment. Listed firms provided taxes of more than four billion yuan in 2014, nearly accounting for a quarter of all the taxes in Jinjiang. Furthermore, promoting the transformation and upgrading of the local industrial clusters in Jinjiang is another important reason for local government to encourage local firms to go public. A number of traditional firms faced difficulties in business expansion for shortage of financial capital and problems of management system as family-owned firms. Under such circumstances, local government put forward a capital operation plan in 2001, and took going public as an effective strategy to cultivate lead firms, which can further strengthen regional competitiveness and promote industrial upgrading.

Going public increases the bargaining power of local firms to local government, and they can obtain more local scarce resources, such as land parcel in a good location. According to the interview, listed firms have the priority over ordinary firms when bidding the same land parcel. To keep listed firms in Jinjiang from migrating their high-value-added activities to other cities, local government stimulates listed firms in upgrading in the local. In 2011, local government set up an industrial park for listed firms to satisfy their demand for land resources for business expansion, to drive listed firms and their local suppliers to improve product quality, and to realize product upgrading. Besides, in 2014, local government put forward some encouragement policies to inspire innovation of lead firms, through connection to professional services providers, universities, and research institutes.

With the guidance of the government, listed firms have brought about return investments in innovation projects in Jinjiang. In the first ten months of 2010, there were 13 return investment projects, with a total investment of 318 million US dollars, accounting for 42.5% of the total foreign investment in Jinjiang. Most investments aimed at equipment renewal and technological transformation projects, which has improved the overall competitiveness of firms and the upgrading of regional industries.

4.3.2. Going Public, Agglomeration of Financial Institutions, and Local Burgeoning Producer Services

As the number of listed firms increases, Jinjiang has established and maintained a close relationship with external financial institutions, including domestic and foreign investment banks, private equity institutions, law offices, and accounting firms. Due to a high level of economic performance of listed firms and high-quality small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Jinjiang, these financial institutions and other producer service firms, such as Tianjin Equity Exchange, Daosheng Shares, and China Science & Merchants Investment Management Group, have established branch offices there. In addition, stock exchanges and investment banks at home and abroad, including Shanghai Stock Exchange, Shenzhen Stock Exchange, Hong Kong Stock Exchange, and Singapore Stock Exchange, have also cooperated with local government, providing a variety of services for local firms, including training guidance of going public and facilitating to lower the censorship threshold in specific listing destination.

The increasing agglomeration of financial institutions in Jinjiang brings about frequent cooperation between manufacturing firms and financial sectors, and the knowledge spillover from financial institutions. As a consequence, a great proportion of listed firms have engaged in capital investment, which stimulates the prosperity of local quasi-financial and financial services, such as loans, guarantees, pawnning, financial services, and capital management, etc. As local financing capability improves, local firms get more easy access to financial resources with less cost than before. The first venture capital firm in Jinjiang, Hongqiao Venture, was established in 2007 as a joint achievement of A19 and several well-developed listed firms, to help local SMEs to go public. With its help, additional industrial capital of more than seven billion yuan in total entered the local (quasi) financial sector in 2015, and 61 private financial institutions and quasi-financial institutions were founded in Jinjiang. This leads to the prosperity of capital-intensive and services industries, and Jinjiang has been making the transformation from manufacturing-dominating economy towards a service-dominating economy.
4.4. The Risks of Going Public

Although going public brings many benefits for firms and local S & A industry, there are also some risks and a couple of failure cases in Jinjiang.

Above all, going public causes local firms to be exposed to strict financial and business audits. As mentioned before, the majority of these firms were family-owned before going public, and their financial and business systems hardly met the requirements of the stock exchange, and need to be adjusted accordingly. This process is costly and time-consuming, and some firms failed to do so. Because of some 'loopholes', many firms carried out some practices, such as financial fraud and capital manoeuvres, during their preparation for being listed. Some firms faced the risk of paying heavy taxes in arrears, and the exposure of false lending during the scrutiny of the listing process. This caused great financial pressure and a bad name for these firms. Therefore, a couple of firms gave up their going public plan later. A49 is a typical case. It took the firm nearly seven years and cost a huge amount of capital to prepare for going public domestically, but the listing process was terminated as a result of its concealment of business matters. A49 was bankrupt and taken over in the end.

Besides, without a clear strategic object and the capabilities of intrafirm coordination, some firms not only failed to take the opportunity to strengthen their competitiveness after going public, but also were easily exposed to increasingly serious market competition. As a consequence, they encountered a business crisis. For example, A5, a firm listed in the United States, made use of the 700 million yuan raised on the stock market to make an expansion to low-quality products rather than to strengthen its global competitiveness based on innovation and upgrading. Eventually, it experienced a rapid decline in economic performance and had to be delisted and bankrupted. These failure experiences in Jinjiang also prove that going public is not guaranteed to strengthen a firm’s competitiveness and benefit local industrial upgrading. Only appropriate strategic adjustments, such as intra-firm innovation and technological upgrading, or the reconstruction of inter-firm and extra-frim relationships, make it possible for a firm to achieve sustainable development after going public.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

Extant literature considers that integration into GPN as offshoring manufacturing destinations provides business opportunities, technological accumulation, and knowledge learning for local firms in developing countries, but pays little attention to the financial activities of lead firms in those countries and their effects on local development. This article provides a case to industrial upgrading with financial activities, which is one of its contributions to industrial upgrading research. The case of Jinjiang shows that, with the development of financial globalization, local lead firms in developing countries have been increasingly involved in the global financial market by going public, which in turn provides these countries with opportunities of industrial upgrading. Therefore, not only finance should be integrated into GPN theory, as some scholars suggest [17,24], but also the impacts of local lead firms in developing countries on the dynamics or reconfiguration of GPN should be taken consideration, especially in some specific sectors. That is another contribution of this article to the industrial upgrading and GPN research. Besides, unlike the fact that extant research focuses on national scale, this article explores industrial upgrading under the context of local clusters.

Preliminary findings indicate that going public, as an initiative strategy with a response to the increasing market competition, facilitates local firms access to financial capital and other scarce resources, and provides them with external learning pipelines for sustainable development. However, it does not necessarily guarantee industrial upgrading, due to potential risks, for example. From the perspective of the GNP 2.0 framework, whether or not going public can trigger industrial upgrading depends mainly on intrafirm coordination, reconfiguration of interfirm relationships, and extrafirm bargaining. First of all, going public makes local firms exposed to increasingly complex circumstances, and they have to make intrafirm coordination in order to meet the requirements of the stock exchange and investors' preferences. In the case of Jinjiang, local lead firms aims to combat with global leaders in the markets at home and abroad, especially the markets of advanced countries with
high-quality taste. They take advantages of advanced factors, such as financial capital, and professional talents, which are accessible after going public, to improve the competitiveness of the products with their own brands, instead of remaining as suppliers in the global value chain of MNCs. Secondly, going public promotes local firms to build up cooperative relationships with external investors and shareholders, which gives pressure for listed firms to make innovation so as to improve the level of economic profits, and at the same time provides them with channels to access to the markets with high quality demands, financial capital, and learning pipelines to realize upgrading in their original sectors and make a successful expansion to new and high technological industries. Those innovative listed firms also act as technological gatekeepers in the local cluster, and transfer knowledge and innovation to their local partners by reconfiguring their local industrial networks. As a result, the local industrial upgrading has been turned into reality. Thirdly, in the institutional context of China, local governments play an indispensable role in local development. Local governmental officials have initiatives to provide public facilities and services for local firms to successfully go public and make innovation, which improves their political achievements and get promotion. Increasing bargaining power with local governments facilitates local firms access to local scarce resources, and financial and nonfinancial supports.

This article is an explosive research, and there are still some defects and issues deserving further discussion. First, industrial upgrading is a dynamic and complex process. Especially, going public causes local development to be increasingly affected by external investors, which means that local industry faces more uncertainty than before. Therefore, it requires further observation for a long period. Second, different firms have different choices for the listing destinations, such as in domestic or overseas stock markets, and the different characteristics and preferences of investors from different places may cause different effects on industrial upgrading. It is worth further exploration. Moreover, it needs more details in the effects of intrafirm coordination, interfirm relationships, and bargaining with other agencies on the reconfiguration of production networks of listed firms and then on the industrial upgrading. Besides, in the field survey, the authors noticed that some firms have the intention to move to large cities before or after going public. What are the effects on the upgrading of local clusters needs further attention.
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